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Network WarriorO'Reilly, 2007

	Written by networking veteran with 20 years of experience, Network Warrior provides a thorough and practical introduction to the entire network infrastructure, from cabling to the routers. What you need to learn to pass a Cisco certification exam such as CCNA and what you need to know to survive in the real world are two very...
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Integrated Cisco and UNIX Network Architectures (Cisco Press Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2004
UNIX gateways introduce massive performance possibilities at a fraction of the price of dedicated proprietary appliances by performing network tasks entirely in software. With Cisco Systems routers dominating the Internet and enterprise networking and UNIX routing and gateway solutions spreading from within server farms and data...
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Alfresco CMISPackt Publishing, 2014

	Everything you need to know to start coding integrations with a content management server such as Alfresco in a standard way


	About This Book

	
		Understand what is unique about Alfresco's CMIS implementation and put your learning into practice
	
		Talk to content management servers in a...
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Macworld's Mac Security SuperguideMac Publishing, 2008

	Macworld's Mac Security Superguide


	Keep your data and computer safe.


	The expert team of Macworld editors share their knowledge in this essential guide to keep your computer, your network, and your personal information safe and secure; further your head start when it comes to malware, get tips to keep your...
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The Healthy PC: Preventive Care and Home Remedies for Your ComputerMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Keep Your PC Running Smoothly--Without Spending a Lot of Money!

Solve everyday PC problems, improve performance and speed, and protect yourself from malicious attacks with the helpful tips in this user-friendly guide. Easy-to-follow "recipes" show you, click-by-click, how to prevent computer catastrophes and recover completely...
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The Best Damn Firewall Book PeriodSyngress Publishing, 2003
This book is essential reading for anyone wanting to  protect Internet-connected computers from unauthorized access. Coverage includes  TCP/IP, setting up firewalls, testing and maintaining firewalls, and much  more.

In the beginning, there were router access lists…

...
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Cisco Security ArchitecturesMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Cisco Security Architectures demystifies access lists, the PIX Firewall, and how to secure a Cisco based network. 

In today's age of remote users and widespread Internet access, security continues to be of utmost importance to network administrators and engineers. This important, comprehensive guide shows you how to avoid common mistakes...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Personal FirewallsQue, 2001
The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Personal Firewalls is designed to provide simplified, yet thorough firewall information on the most prevalent personal firewall software applications available for the non expert firewall consumer.  In addition, it offers information and links to Web sites that will help you test your security after your personal...
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Learning SPARQLO'Reilly, 2011

	More and more people are using the query language SPARQL (pronounced “sparkle”) to pull data from a growing collection of public and private data. Whether this data is part of a semantic web project or an integration of two inventory databases on different platforms behind the same firewall, SPARQL is making it easier to access...
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PC Magazine Home Networking SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Let your network entertain you
At PC Magazine, we've been talking about "media convergence" for years. Network-based home entertainment devices like TiVo and Microsoft's Media Center PC . . . make a home LAN more useful than ever. Chapters 2 and 12 show you how they work.    

Ready to set up a network that maximizes your...
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Cisco LAN Switching Configuration Handbook (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2009

	Cisco LAN Switching Configuration Handbook, Second Edition, is a quick and portable reference guide to the most commonly used features that can be configured on Cisco® Catalyst® switches. Written to be used across all Catalyst IOS platforms, the book covers general use of Cisco IOS®, followed by a series...
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Essential Check Point FireWall-1 NG: An Installation, Configuration, and Troubleshooting GuideAddison Wesley, 2004
Now there's a definitive insider's guide to planning, installing, configuring, and maintaining the newest version of the world's #1 firewall: Check Point™ FireWall-1® Next Generation™. Leading Check Point support authority Dameon Welch-Abernathy (a.k.a. PhoneBoy) offers exclusive hands-on tips, techniques, checklists, and...
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